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Currently I am a member of five fly fishing clubs. Technically that is not entirely correct as one 

club is yet to be officially registered and in two of the other clubs I am a distant member. 

Nevertheless, I belong to five different clubs here on the mainland and in Tasmania. Some people 

avoid joining a club of any kind so why would I want to be a member of so many fly fishing clubs? 

 

When I moved to the mainland there were no fly fishing clubs within 150km of where I live. I soon 

realized what an important part fly fishing clubs had played in my enjoyment of the sport and my 

development as a fly fisher. I joined the nearest two fly clubs as a distant member but attendance at 

meetings and outings was not possible due to the travel involved. The only solution was to start a 

club in my local area. Thus the Coffs Coast Fly Fishing Club was formed. 

                                 The inaugural meeting of the Coffs Coast Fly  Fishing Club                      
                                 

 If you are reading this you are already a member of a fly fishing club. You will be aware that as a 

member of both Corralinn Fly Fishing and Casting Association and Devonport Fly Fishing Clubs I 

publish these articles in both newsletters. They will also appear in the newsletter of the Coffs Coast 

Fly Fishing Club just as soon as we have enough news to write about. I am preaching to the 

converted when I say that being a member of a fly fishing club has many rewards. A newsletter to 

read, friends to fish with, a wealth of knowledge and experience to draw on and places to go to are 

just a few of the benefit. But as this column is supposed to be about casting I want to concentrate on 

what a fly fishing club can do for your casting. 

 

Whether a club has the word “casting” in its name or not any fly fishing club should focus on 

improving the casting skills of its members. The cast makes fly fishing unique and until someone 



can cast a fly line they can’t become a fly fisher. For someone wanting to learn to cast, a fly club is 

the perfect place to start. There will always be experienced casters around to demonstrate, guide 

and answer questions. Every club will have casting coaches able to help people at all levels improve 

their casting. Many of us will have learnt to cast thanks to the guidance of these long time fly 

fishers. In the case of our newly formed Coffs Coast Club we are fortunate to have two qualified 

casting instructors as members. You don’t have to be qualified to teach someone to cast but it does 

help to ensure that correct techniques are being taught consistently. 

 

As well as providing access to casting coaches, fly fishing clubs give all of us a chance to watch 

others casting. We learn from seeing what others do. We learn from having others see what we are 

doing. I have already written about how important it is to watch your backcast. Having someone 

else watch is even better. It doesn’t have to be the casting coach. Pal up with someone you feel at 

ease with on a club casting day and let them watch your backcast. You both will learn a great deal. 

 

Because teaching casting is such an important role of a fly fishing club it often follows that 

competitions evolve. It could be on an individual basis such as the Orvis Master Your Casting 

Program (see Corralinn’s website), a local club or inter club competition or a full on team event 

such as the Brunn Shield. Competition, if approached in the right manner, can help improve 

everyone’s casting. Since leaving Tasmania I have not had the chance to do any competitive casting 

and the results were evident during my recent return to the state to do some fishing. I found myself 

misjudging the distance on casts and missing fish. Some of it was due to ageing eyes but mostly it 

was because I have not been casting at hoops. The next time you catch a fish with an accurate cast 

remember how you developed those skills taking part in competitive casting. 

 

 
Casting competition days with Corralinn and Devonport Fly Fishing Clubs 

 

One of the great advantages of belonging to a fly fishing club and attending a casting day is that 

you will find everyone uses a different rod and line. Some like fast rods, some like slow, some like 

weight forward lines some like double taper. What better way to find out about all these things than 

by discussing everyone’s preferences and maybe even trying one another’s outfits. No tackle shop 

would ever have the range of rods and lines that you will find on a typical casting day. It is a great 

way to try before you buy and save yourself a lot of frustration and money. Trying different lines 

on your own rod can save you a lot of time finding what works and maybe turn what you thought 

was an unresponsive rod into a delight. 

 

Take advantage of the casting opportunities that come with membership of a fly fishing club. Don’t 

just attend meetings and go on outings. Get involved in casting. Try the competitions. Get help 



from the casting coaches and the experienced people in the club. Help others. I feel very fortunate 

to have been involved in my two Tasmanian clubs and will be seeking to emulate the great things 

that happen there in my new club in Coffs Harbour. And if you are ever on the mainland and 

heading north please look up the Coffs Coast Fly Fishing Club and come along and see why you 

can’t belong to too many fly fishing clubs.  

                                                                                                                               Allan Ekert   
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